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DISJOINT MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND NONOSCILLATORY

DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS

BY

D. AHARONOV AND M. LAVIE(*)

ABSTRACT.   Conditions satisfied by disjoint meromorphic functions are ob-

tained.   These results are applied to nonoscillatory differential systems and

disfocal differential equations.

1. Introduction.   In the first part of this paper we are concerned with meromor-

phic functions which are disjoint in the unit disk.   Making use of a recent result

for pairs of functions [ll], we obtain in §§3 and 4 necessary conditions satisfied

by disjoint meromorphic functions.

Disjoint functions have been recently applied to oscillation problems of linear

differential system and equations [6], [8].   Applying some of our function theoretic

results, we obtain in the second part of our paper necessary conditions for a

differential systems to be nonoscillatory in the unit disk.

Finally, in §5, necessary conditions for a linear differential equation to be

disfocal in the unit disk are given and some examples are considered.

2. Disjoint functions and pairs of functions.   Let fiz) and giz) be meromor-

phic functions in the unit disk U, such that

(2.1) fiz)48iO,    W,W<1.

then we say that fiz) and giz) ate disjoint meromorphic functions in U.

Since the Möbius transformation

(2-2) Tw = iaw + b)/icw + d),    ad - be 4 0

is one to one in the whole complex plane, it follows that if / and g are disjoint

meromorphic functions in  U, so are the functions Tf and Tg.   Consequently, any

necessary condition for disjointness satisfied by / and g has to be satisfied by

Tf and Tg.   This will be the case, of course, if the necessary condition is

expressed in terms of quantities which remain invariant under the transformation

f —> Tf, g —» Tg.   Two quantities with this invariance property were given by

Nehari [7], [8], namely,
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(2.3) <p(z) = <p(f, g, z) = f'(z)g'iz)Afiz) - g(z)]\

and

(2.4) #z) = #/. g, z) =-^7- - V-- 2 ' 8      .
/ U)      g (z) /(z) - giz)

Another invariant quantity, which is not symmetric in / and g, was given in

[6], namely

(2.5) ß(z) = e(f,g,z)-i^±-   2/'(-2)
/'(z)     /(z) - g(z)

Moreover, it was shown in [6, Theorem 3], that if 0(z) = 6if, g, z) is regular, then

every combination of /(z) and g(z) and their derivatives which remains invariant

under the Möbius transformation / —» Tf, g —> Tg, can be expressed in terms of

<p(z) = cp(f, g, z) and bXz) = 0(f, g, z) and their derivatives.

Turning to the problem of obtaining necessary conditions for disjoint functions

we recall Nehari's results [8, Theorems 7.1 and 7.2]. If f(z) and giz) are dis-

joint meromorphic functions in U, then

(2.6) |t¿(z)| = |<p(/, g, z)|<l/(l-|z|2)2,    |z|<l.

The result is sharp, as can easily be checked for f(z) = z and g(z) = z~ . In

order to obtain a bound for i/r(z) one has to add further assumptions which will

guarantee the regularity of tpiz) in U.   Thus, assuming that /(z) and giz) are

univalent disjoint meromorphic functions in U, Nehari proved that

(2.7) k/r(z)| = |.>(/, g, z)|<8/(l-|z|2),    |z|<l.

The constant 8 is the best possible.   In Theorem 4 we shall prove that if f(z)

and g(z) are disjoint meromorphic functions (not necessarily univalent) in U, then

\cß(z)tf,(z)\ = \cb(f, g, z)^(f, g, z)\ < 2/(1 - |z|2)3,    \z\ < 1,

and the result is sharp.

Following Nehari we shall first be interested in obtaining combinations of /

and g and their derivatives which remain invariant under the transformation

/ —» Tf, g —> Tg.   In §3 we construct an infinite sequence of invariant quantities

of this type which we call "invariant differential operators" and denote by

o. (f, g, z), n = 1, 2, • • • •  In order to obtain bounds for 0-n(/, g, z) we make use

of pairs of functions.

Let
oo oo

(2.8) P(z) = £   «»**    and    Q(z) = ¿2   b,zk,    |z| < 1,
fe=l    * fc-1

be regular in the unit disk U, such that
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(2.9) P(z)Q(¿)¿l,    |*|,I¿|<1,

then we say that (P, Q) is a pair [3]. We note that if P =Q, we have a Bieberbach-

Eilenberg function [2].

Pairs of functions and disjoint meromorphic functions are closely related.

Indeed, if fiz) and giz) are both regular at z = 0, set

,.     fiz)-fiO) , .       giz)-gi0)
(2.10) Piz) =   . .       . . , Qiz) =     . .     //ft.

fiz)-gi0) giz)-fiO)

It is easily verified that Piz) and Q(z) defined in (2.10) form a pair if and only if

fiz) and giz) are disjoint meromorphic functions in t/. We note that if the disjoint

functions / and g ate not both regular at z = 0, then this situation may be achieved

by means of a transformation / —» Tf, g —» Tg.

We shall need the following theorem for pairs of functions.  If Piz) and Qiz)

ate given by (2.8) and satisfy (2.9) then

(2.11) £   \ak\2   £   |^|2<1   .
*=1   *   *=1   *

For the proof of (2.11) in the case P = Q, see [2], [S>]. In the more general case

the proof is similar [ll].

3.  Invariant differential operators.   In this section we construct a sequence

of invariant differential operators a (/, g, z), n = 1, 2, • • • .   These operators are

rational functions of the disjoint meromorphic functions / and g and their deriva-

tives which remain invariant under the transformation / —» Tf, g —» Tg.   Some

properties of these invariant operators are considered and bounds are obtained.

The ideas are similar to those in [l], where a similar technique was applied to a

single univalent meromorphic function in U.

Theorem 1.   Ler

/'(   ) °°
(3.1)   Rif. g> W. A = -,-^--7-T =   £    «JA g' U>)zn>      M < 1.   I* + »I < If

g\z + w) - fiw)     „_o

where f and g are disjoint meromorphic functions in U.   Then  ct„if, g, *")» « =

1, 2,' • • k are invariant differential operators, which satisfy

71-1

(3-2) a' =in+ l)a   . + J] a, a    .+ a 6,   n = 1, 2, • • •,
n n+1       *■""     *  n-*        n ' '

where a^ = a^w) = an(/, g, w)T Q . dico) = Oif, g, w) and

(3-3) atif, g, w) = aj(g, f,w) = - cbij, g, w).

Proof.   Cf. [l, Theorem l].  We assume first that / and g ate both regular at

the point w, and therefore the power series given in (3.1) converges in a neigh-

borhood of w.  Differentiation of (3.1) yields
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SR     dR     f"iw)R        7 ,, .
(3-4) °A2-=i-+R2,    R = Rif, g, w, z).

dùi     dz     f'(w)

Using (3-1), we substitute the power series expansion of each term in (3.4) and

equate coefficients.   This leads us to

f"(w)a        »
a' - {n + l)a    . =—.-1 + 52 a, a

n+1     f'iw)       to   k "~k

[f"iw) 1 "-1 »-1
: lf7iwT+ 2a°J a"+ ¿i a*a»-*= öa"+ 5 vx«-*'

and (3.2) is proved.   (3.3) follows immediately from (3.1) and (2.3).  The invari-

ance of anifi g, w), n = 1, 2, • • •, follows from (3.2), (3.3) and the invariance of

<f>if> g' w) and 6{f, g, w).  We note that (3.2) and (3.3) hold also for a point w,

\w\ < 1, such that / iw) = 0.   Indeed,  in this case, we have anif> g, w) = 0,

n = 0,1, 2, • • •, while 6\f, g, w) has a simple pole.  Hence the product a (w) b\w)

as well as all the other terms of (3-2) are regular at an arbitrary point w,

\w\ < 1.   Finally, since a (f, g, w), n = 1, 2, • • •, are invariant, (3.2) and (3.3)

hold without the assumption of regularity of / and g at the point w.

Theorem 2.   Let f(z) and g(z) be disjoint meromorphic functions in  U, which

are regular at z = 0.   Let P(z) = S~=1 a z" and Q(z) = S°°=1 b zn be defined by

(2.10).  // an(f, g, w), 72 = 1, 2, • • •, is defined by (3.1), then

(3.5) a„^) ^ an(f, g, 0) = aibn,    72=1,2,...,

and

oo

(3.6) Z   |a„(/, g. 0)|2<1.
77 = 1

Proof.   By (3.1) we have

X*       ,. N  „        f'iw) giz + w)-giw)
R - a0 =  2-   a if, g. w)zn =-— •-.

n=l     " fiw) - giw)     giz + w)- fiw)

Hence,

£    z      n n    /'to)      «<*> - «to)   Bf/ w,      £     „¿Z   a if, g, 0)zn = -L-— - * g      = P'(O)QU) = a.   ¿2 bzn,
,2=1    " /(0) - gtt»    giz) - fiO) * l ti    n

and (3.5) follows.   Combining (3.5) and (2.11) we obtain (3.6).

In the next theorem we consider the effect of a linear transformation of the

independent variable z on the coefficients a if, g, z).

Theorem 3.   Let fiz) and giz) be disjoint meromorphic functions in the unit

disk  \z\ < 1.   Let

(3.7) t(z) = (z - OAl - zO>       M < 1, ICI < 1,
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and set

(3.8) f(z) = P[t(z)],      g(z) = Ghiz)].

Then Fit) and Git) are disjoint meromorphic functions for \t\ < 1, and

n     (»-  \)H-\C\2)k^iOn~\(F.G, t)

(3.9)an(/)g(z)=  £    —-—--rr-t-,   77=1,2.
fe-1 (l-£z)"+fe+2

Proof.   Cf. [I, Theorem 2j.   Let

Zq-C Z + Z0-C
(3.10) wQ = tizA= -=—,       w + w0 = tiz + zQ) =-=-

l-^o 1-Ciz + zA

where |zQ| < 1 and z small enough such that |z + zQ| < 1.   It follows from (3.10)

that

(3.11) w = zil-\C\ 2)/tl - liz + z0)](l - IzA.

According to (3.8) and (3.10), we have

fiz A = FiwA, f'izA = F'U0)(1 - \£\2)/il-£zA2,

giz A = GiwA, giz + zQ) = Giw + wA.

Hence,

/V ff/ . „      1- ICI2 "'<»„>
(3-12)       ,   ,     x    „_ x = 2-  a„(A 8. *r>   =

giz + zA-fizA     „=0    " d-^o)2   Giw + w0)-Fiw0)

Since,

F'(«/„) ~

(3J3) Ti-iVl = Z a«(F* G' "o^"
GW + wQ) - F\wQ)      „_o

it follows from (3.11), (3-12) and (3.13) that

1 - ICI2        ̂    an(F- G> W^1 - ICI2)^"
'(3.14)     £ «,(/, g. zn)z"= _-T-— 2- 7   .        7-jrr-

„=o (l - Çz0r  n=0 (1 - ç,z0)"U - Çz0 - Çz\

Using the power series expansion

— =í   (*+î~V'      « = 0,1,2,
(1 - a)"    fe=o

for a = £z/(l - C^o^' anc* e<ïuating coefficients in (3.14) we obtain (3.9) for the

arbitrary point z = zQ, |zQ| < 1 and its image t = wQ.   For the details see [1, proof

of Theorem 2].

Corollary.   For zQ = £, wQ = 0, (3.9) yields
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00     (2 " |) (C)n-\(F, G, 0)

(3.9)°        «„</.*£)- Z ~   {l_]c]2)n+1-•    -1.2,....

Since by (3.6) | ak(F, G, 0)\ < 1, k = 1, 2, • • •, it follows that

(3.15)    Wnif,g,0\<H + \C\)n-l/il-\C\2)n+1,  m-1.2,...f|C|<l.

Moreover, if for a fixed £, |z^| < 1 we have  aS\f, g, Ç) = 0, k = 1, •••,«- 1 then,

according to (3.9) , ^(E, G, O) = 0, k = 1, 2, •" ,n - 1, and

|a (F. G, 0)| 1

4.   Disjoint functions and nonoscillatory systems.   In this section we apply

the technique developed in §3 to yield a necessary condition for two meromorphic

functions to be disjoint in the unit disk (Theorem 4).  Using this condition we then

obtain necessary conditions for a differential system to be nonoscillatory (Theorem 5).

Theorem 4.   Let fiz) and giz) be disjoint meromorphic functions in the unit

disk.   Let

pif, g> z) = piz) = <p(/. g> 2V(/ g> *)

(4.2) _f"iz)g'iz)-g"iz)f'iz)      2[f'iz) + g'iz)]f'iz)g'(z)

[fiz) - giz)]2 [fiz) - giz)¥

Then

(4-3) \pif. g,z)\ = \piz)\ < 2/(1- |z|2)3,    |z|<l,

and the result is sharp.

Proof.   Since pif, g, z) is invariant under the Möbius transformation / —► Tf,

g —» Tg,  we may assume, without loss of generality, that fiz) and giz) are

regular at an arbitrary given point ¿,, \C\ < 1.   By (3.2) we have  O-^if, g, ¿,) =

2a2(/. g, 0 + axV. g. O dif, g. 0>
Interchanging the roles of fiz) and giz) and using (3.3), we obtain

2ia2if, g, O - o.2ig, f. 01 = - oA.f, g, CMf. g, O - dig, f, o\

= <f>if, g, CW/. «. O-
We first prove (4.3) for z = 0.  We assume that fiz) and giz) are regular at

z = 0 and define P(z) = S°°_, a zn and Qiz) = 2°°_. ¿> z" as in (2.10).  Since
72-177 72 —171

fiz) and giz) are disjoint functions, (P, Q) is a pair and by. Theorem 2 we have

a2(/' g> 0) = alb2, a2ig, f, 0) = a2bl.  Hence,

K(/, g, 0) - ^(g, /, 0)| = \aib2 - a2bx\

(4.5)
<J\aA,2 + \a2\2  y/lb^TlbJ2 <l,
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where (2.11) was used in the last step.  (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) imply |/x(0)| < 2.

In order to prove (4.3) for an arbitrary point £» ICI < 1, we apply the trans-

formation (3.7).  (3.9)° and the identity a^F, G, 0) = a^G, F, 0) lead us to

(4.6) .a^if, g, O - Ojtg, /, O = (a2(F, G, 0)- a^G, F, 0))/(l - \£r)\      \Ç\ < 1.

Since by Theorem 3, Fit) and Git) are disjoint meromorphic functions in the unit

disk, we have according to (4.5)

(4-5)' \ajip, G, 0) - o^iG, F, 0)| < 1.

(4.4), (4.6) and (4.5)   imply now (4.3) for an arbitrary point C» |C| < 1.

It is easily checked that for fiz) = z and giz) = z~ , we have piz) =

2(1 + z3)/(l - z3)3, and p(0) = 2.  Moreover, if we set fiz) = (z - ¿)/(l - O,

g(z) = ((z - 0/(1 - zC))-2, ICI < 1, it follows from (4.6) that pi£) = 2(1 - |C|2)"3.

(This can also be verified by direct computation.)  Hence, (4.3) is sharp for an

arbitrary ¿, |£| < 1.

Remark.   We note that (4.6) implies the transformation rule for the quantity

p(f, g, z); namely, if F(t) and G(t) are defined as in Theorem 3, then

p'(f, g, z)(l - |z|2)3 = [liF, G, f)(l - |/|2)3.  This, of course, follows also directly

from the transformation formulas for cf>if, g, z) and iffif, g, z) [8].

We apply now Theorem 4 in order to obtain necessary conditions for nonoscil-

lation of the differential system

(4.7) w'iz) = Aiz)wiz)

in the unit disk U.  Here wiz) is the column vector [w^z), w2iz), • • •, wn(z)]

and Aiz) is the 72 x tz matrix [a¿jfe(z)]", where «¿¿(z)» i, k = 1, 2, > • >, n are

77.2 regular functions in the unit disk.   (4.7) is called nonoscillatory in U,  if for

every choice of n (not necessarily distinct) points «.,•••, z    in U, the solu-

tion of (4.7) which satisfies w .(z.) = 0, i = 1,2, ••• ,n,  is the trivial one w(z) m 0.

Nonoscillatory differential systems were called disconjugate in [lO], [6].

In [6, Theorem 5], it was proved that if the system (4.7) is nonoscillatory in

the unit disk U, then

(4.8) |ayfe(z)afey(z)| •< 1/(1 - |z|2)2,   j 4 k,   f, k - 1, • • •, n,    |z| < 1.

Using similar ideas we now prove:

Theorem 5.   Let aikiz), i, h ■ 1, •• •, n, be regular functions in the unit disk

U.   If the system (4.7) is nonoscillatory in U,  then
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k/^yfck) - a'ik(z)akfz) + 2[ajfz) - akk{z)]ajk(z)ak¿z)

77

(4.9) + ¿2 [akfàai ^•z>a iSz^ ~ a i^aik^ak ^
1 = 1

< —2__.,    |z| < i.
- a - ui2)3

Proof.   Cf. [6, Theorems 4 and 5].  Let u = [u., • •• ,u ] and w = [v1, •••,» ]

be linearly independent solutions of (4.7) which satisfy at the point {el/ the

following initial conditions.

(4.10) U.iO = 8.k,      V.iO = S . .,      j4k,       i = 1,  - . - , 72,

where ; and k are fixed indices j / k,   j, k = 1, • • •, »».   Let

(4.11) fiz) = uiz)/vj<z),      giz) = ukiz)/vkiz).

Since the system (4.7) is nonoscillatory in U, it follows from [6, Theorem 2] that

the meromorphic functions fiz) and giz) defined in (4.11) are disjoint in U.   This

assertion can easily be confirmed.   Indeed, suppose that fiz.) = gizk) = a/3

where z., z,  e U, then the nontrivial solution if(z) = auiz) - ßviz) satisfies

«>.(£) = 0, i /= j, k,  wiz.) = wkiz,) = 0, which contradicts our assumption that the

system (4.7) is nonoscillatory in U.

Using (4.7), (4.10) and (4.11) it follows [6, Theorem 4] that cßif, g, O =

-aikiÇ)akjiO' and

a.SO      1* ,a..iOa.SO
e(f, g, O = -iil- + t¿Lü-±-2a..(O-

a.S.0 a.k(0

Hence

pif, g, O = [eif, g, O - eig, f, OWf. g, O

-a'hpa.S\0-a'.SO«kj(0

(4.12)
+ Z [akiit)aSOaikiö - z»;,(z>,.fc(0%(£]

2 = 1

+ 2[aAO-akkiOVjkiOakp.

The result follows now from (4.12) and (4.3).

To see that (4.9) is sharp we consider the following differential system

(4.7). •'U)"LlW  '"V*
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In this case (4.9) reduces to

(4.9)' |a'12(z)a21(z)-a'21(z)a12(z)| < 2/(1 - |z|2)3, <1.

It is easily checked that if

1
i12(z) =

(4.13)
(l _ 2m+2)2/(m+2) '

(  )_ (ttz + l)zm

"2l {l_lm+2)2-2/(m+2)'

772=0,1,

then the general solution of (4.7) is given by

u,1(z) = (l-zm+2)-1/(m+2)(c1z + c2),

w

(4.14)
2(z) = (1 - zm+2)-1"1/(m+2)(c1 + c2zm+l).

Evidently, u/j(z) and w2iz) cannot both vanish at the unit disk unless Cj = c. = 0,

and therefore the differential system (4.7)   is nonoscillatory for any choice of

integer m = 0, 1, 2, • • • in (4.13).  Substituting (4.13) in (4.9)', we find that

equality holds for m = 1 and z = 0.  Hence (4.9)  is sharp.   Sharpness of (4.9) for

« x 72 matrices A(z) will be discussed in the next section.

5.   Disfocal differential equations.   In the particular case where

(5.1) A(z)^

1

0

0

0

-?n-l

1

0

-?2

0

0

0

1

-<7l J

the column vector w(z) = [w.(z), • • ■, w (z)] becomes [y(z), y'iz), • < «, y*n     '(z)]

and (4.7) is equivalent to the differential equation

(5.2) yin)iz) + qiiz)yU'l)iz) + ••■ + qniz)yiz) = 0.

In this case nonoscillation of (4.7) in U, is equivalent to disfocality of (5.2) there.

In the following we assume that the coefficients q. (z), k = 1, • • •, 72, are regular

functions in the unit disk U.  (5.2) z's called disfocal in U,  if for every

choice of 72 (not necessarily distinct) points z,, • • •, z.   of U,  the only solution

of (5.2) which satisfies y(zj) =y'(z2) = ... = y^n~l\z ) = 0, is the trivial one

y(z) s 0.   Necessary conditions for disfocality of equation (5.2) in U were obtained

in [6, Theorem 7].

We apply now Theorem 5 to the differential equation (5.2).  We first set

/' = 72 - 1, k = 72 in (4.9) and use (5.1).   This yields the following result which we

state as
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Theorem 5.   // the differential equation (5.2) is disfoca! in the unit disk U,

then

(5.3) |29l(z)?2(z) + a'2(z) + a3(z)|<2/(l-|z|2)3,       |*|<1,

If n = 2, (5.3) reduces to

(5.3)' |2a1(z)a2(z) + a'2(z)|<2/(l-|z|2)3,      |z| < 1.

(5.3) is sharp for a differential equation of any order 72 > 2, as will be seen later.

We next set j = n — 2, k = n in (4.9). According to (5.1) this yields another

necessary condition for disfocality of (5.2) in U; namely |a,(z)| < 2/(1 - |z| ),

|z| < 1. We shall show now that this condition can also be obtained in a slightly

different way and we prove the following more general result.

Theorem 6.   // equation (5.2) is disfocal in the unit disk  U,  then

(5.5) \qk(z)\<(k-l)\/(l-\z\2)k,       |z|<l, ¿ = 2.n.

Proof.   Let zz(z) and viz) be linearly independent solutions of (5.2), which

satisfy at the point L, £ U the following initial conditions

(5.6) UU)iO^O.., VU)i£) = Ou_v 2 = 0, ...,72-1,

where ; is a fixed index such that 1 < / < 72 — 1.   Let

(5.7) fiz) = z/'" "(zVi/U- n(z),      giz) = «('W'U

Since equation (5.2) is disfocal in U, it follows from [6, Theorem 2], that the

meromorphic functions fiz) and giz) defined in (5.7) are disjoint in.U.  Moreover,

according to (5.6) and (5.7) /(£) = 0, f'(£) = 1 and therefore

2- .v. g. 4     g{z + 0_f(C) - g(z ; o = a(,)(z + 0

v(i)(0 + vii+1)(Oz + ---

u(i)(0 + uU+1)(Oz + '-'

Using the initial conditions (5.6) and the differential equation (5.2), it follows that

Y   alt       n«     -M(Oz"-'/(n-j)l + ...      -1n^Qzn-j2-    a„V. g> Q >Zn = -.-—- = -;-;-- +-

,7=0    " l+«('+1 >(£)* + •.. (n-j)\

Hence,

akif.g.O = 0,      k « 1, -..,»- y -1,      an_ .(/, g,0-- qn_ ;+1(0/(« - /)!

Applying now the corollary of Theorem 3, it follows from (3.16) that
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(5.8) K-/A S. 01 = k_y+i(0/(« - ;)l| < 1/(1 - \C\2)n''+1.

Since C is an arbitrary point of the unit disk U, and ; is an arbitrary index such

that 1 < / < ?» - 1, (5.8) completes the proof of Theorem 6.

For k = 2, (5.5) is known [6], and for k = 3, • • ■, n, Theorem 6 improves the

result obtained in [6, Theorem 7].   The technique applied there was slightly diff-

erent; namely, it was shown [6, Theorem 6] that if fiz) and giz) are defined as in

(5.7) and cpiz) = cbif, g, z), then

(5.9) &0 = cp'(O- • • • = <p{n->-2)iO = 0

and

(5.10) <p(n-y-1HC) = ?n_y+1(C).

In view of (5.9) and (5.10), Theorem 6 is an immediate corollary of the following

result.

Theorem 6 .   Let fiz) and giz) be disjoint meromorphic functions in the unit

disk.   Assume that diz) = 6Xf, g, z) is a regular function at the point Ç, \£\ < 1.

'/

(5.11) c¿(¿) = <p'(O=--. = <p(m-1)(¿) = 0,

then

(5.12) \cp^\0\<(m+l)l/il-\C\2)m+2.

(5.12) is sharp for an arbitrary point Ç, \C\ < 1  and any integer m = 0, 1, 2, • • • •

Proof.   Without loss of generality we may assume that fiz) and giz) are both

regular at the point  C   Hence, 6if, g, z) is regular at the point £ if and only if

f'iO^o.

By the definition of q>if, g, z), it follows now from (5.11) that  g'i£) =

g\O'""'8(M\O'0.   Therefore,

Tun»       f'{° n°     l"i      ^"(Oz^1 1
¡L V/' «^)z = g(z 10 _ f(0 = g{0 _ f{0 [ - u + l)!(g(C) _ fi0)

Hence, ak(f, g, £) = 0, £ = 1, 2, • • •, m, and

/'(¿V"+*>(£) ¿("»(g)
a,n+1 =[g(0-/(C)]2U + D!="^ + 1)! "

(5.12) follows now by the corollary of Theorem 3.

To show the sharpness of (5.12) we consider the functions
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(5.13) fiz) = Z, giz) = Z-m-1,        772 = 0,1,2,...,

which are disjoint in the unit disk.   In this case, <f>if, g, z) = cßiz) = -

(tt2 + l)zm/(l - zm+2)2 has a zero of order 772 at the origin and 0(m)(O) = - (772 + l)!

Moreover, for

(5.13)<     fw-nL  g(z)=(-niV'n"1,  ici < 1,
l-zC \1 - zCJ

we find that cpif, g, z) has a zero of order 772 at the point z = £ and <p"      (O =

-im + Dl/il-lCl2)'»*2.

Remarks,   (i) Since cpif, g, z) is symmetric in / and g, we may interchange

the roles of / and g and assume that 9ig, f, z) is regular at the point Ç.  Never-

theless, Theorem 6  does not hold if both 6(f, g, z) and 6ig, f, z) have poles at

the point z= £.  Indeed, let fiz) = 2 + zT, giz) = zk, k = 2, 3, • • • •   At the origin,

both 6(f, g, z) and 6(g, f, z) have a simple pole, while cpif, g, z) has a zero of

order (2* - 2) and <p(2*_2)(0) = k2(2k - 2)!/4 > (2* - l)! for k > 8.

(ii) If we choose f(z) and giz) as in (5.7), /'(£) = 1, and Theorem 6 follows

from Theorem 6 .   We have seen that Theorem 6  is sharp for an arbittary integer

772, yet all we can say with regard to the sharpness of Theorem 6 is that (5.5) is

sharp for k = 2.   This will be shown by the following example.

Consider the second order differential equation

(5.14) y "(z) + q j (z)y'(z) + q2iz)yiz) = 0.

Let zz(z) and viz) be linearly independent solutions of (5.14) and set

(5.15) fiz) = uiz)/viz),      giz) = u'iz)/v'iz).

It is easily verified [6, Theorem 6] that

(5.16) q2(z) = cpif, g, z),       qSz) = - 9if, g, z),

and equation (5.14) is disfocal in U it and only if fiz) and giz) are disjoint

meromorphic functions in U [8].  Hence, if we set fiz) and giz) as in (5.13) it

follows from (5.16) that the differential equation

2zm+1       ,, ,        (« + l)zm     , x
(5.17) /(*)- —--y'(z)-— yiz) = 0,      722 = 0,1,...,

l-zm+2 (l-zm+2)2

is disfocal in U.   For 772 = 0, (5.17) yields q2iz) = - (l - z )~2, which shows that

the bound for  |92(2)|  given in (5.5) is sharp for second order differential equations.

Combining Theorem 6' and (5.16) we obtain the following corollary.  // equation

(5.14) is dis focal in the unit disk U and if at the point £ e U,

(5.11)'   q2i() = q'2iO = --- = q2m-l)iO = 0,        qMiO40,      772 = 0,1,2,...
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then

(5.12)' |a2m)(C)|<U + l)!/d-|C|2)m+2.

Cf. [5, Theorem 5 ].   Equation (5.17) shows that (5.12)  is sharp for any integer 772.

We note that the bounds, for the coefficients of a disfocal equation given in

Theorems 5   and 6 do not depend on the order of the differential equation.  In view

of this, the following observation may be of interest.   The differential equations

(5.18)

and

r/s)(z) + qiiz)r,{s'l)iz) + • • • + qs(z)r,(z) = 0,       s > 2,

(5.19)        y(n)(z) + a1(z)y(n-1)(z) + ... + as(z)y(n-s)(z) = 0,       n>s,

ate simultaneously disfocal in a given simply connected domain D.   Indeed, if

y(z) satisfies (5.19) then y(n~s)(z) satisfies (5.18).  Since y(n_:s)(z) = 0 is

disfocal in the whole complex plane, it follows that the differential equation

y        '(z) = 77U) has a unique solution, which satisfies y(zj) = y (z2) = • • • =

y (zn_s) = 0 where Zj, • • •, zn_s ate arbitrary points of D.   Consequently,

the differential equations

(5.17)'y<">(2) -
2z"

y^-'Kz)-
(ttz + l)zm

(l-zm+2)2

>-2 Hz) = 0, 0,1,

and (5.17) are simultaneously disfocal in U.

We use now equation (5.17)  in order to discuss the sharpness of our results.

First, we set m = 0 in (5.17) .   It follows that (5-5) is sharp for k = 2 and any

order 72 > 2.  Next, we set m = 1.   Since qAz) = 0 in (5.17) , we now obtain that

(5.3) is sharp.   Finally, we reduce equation (5.17)   to a differential system of the

form (4.7).   The companion 72 x 72 matrix Aiz) is given by

A(z) =

(5.20)

0

0

0

0      -a2

0 ~\

0

1

-fi-

ll
-2zm+1

1 -z 771+2
?2 =

-(ttz + l)zm

(l-zm+2)2

and the corresponding differential system (4.7) is nonoscillatory in the unit disk U.

Setting 772 = 0 and m = 1 in (5.20) we conclude that (4.8) and (4.9) are both sharp
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for /' = 72 — 1, k = n.   We note that the example given in the end of §4 can be

obtained from the example (5.20) by means of the transformation w^iz) = w^iz),

w2iz) = (1 - zm*2)2/(m*2)w2iz), cf. [10, p. 489].

We conclude with the following example which shows that Theorems 5  and 6

are independent.   Consider the differential equation   t

(5.21) y"(z) + ((77z + l)zm/(l-z'n+2)2)y(z) = 0,       ttz = 0, 1,-

It is easily verified, cf. [4], that

(5.22) |(77Z+ l)zm/(l-Zffi+2)2|< 1/(1- |z|2)2, |z|<l,      772 = 0,1,...,

and therefore (5.21) satisfies the necessary condition for disfocality (5.5).   More-

over, q2(z), the coefficient of yiz) in (5.21) has à zero of order 772 at the origin

and condition (5.12)  is also satisfied.   Yet, an elementary computation shows that

if 0 < 772 < 5, then for real positive values z = x, 0 < * < 1, we have

lim^^ q2ix)il - x )3 > 2.   Hence condition (5.3)' is not satisfied and therefore

equation (5.21), where 772 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, is not disfocal in the unit disk.
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